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Description:
Miss Deer
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Kateryna - Stitchy Princess

Ever so lady-like, Miss Deer walks accross the wintry forest, on her way to a party. She is dressed in an elegant
green gown, with a knitted skirt and fur collar and trimmings.

 

A newborn fawn looks on a bit surprised at her change of style, maybe her baby brother. A wonter storm seems to
be brewing in the background, with whirls of snowflakesblowing against the light grey background.

This cross stitch pattern by Ukrainian designer Kateryna (Stitchy princess) is part of a series of designs depicting
elegantly dressed animals converging through the winter forest to attend a Christmas party. They include a rabbit, a
sheep and a fox and will form a romantic display in your home during the holiday season.
 

A cross stitch pattern by Kateryna - Stitchy Princess.

>> see all Winter patterns by Kateryna - Stitchy Princess

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Miss Deer

Chart size in stitches: 83 x 83

Needlework fabric: 32 Ct. Gray evenweave

Size on 14ct Aida/28ct linen: 5.9 x 5.9 inch (15 x 15 cm)

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: cross stitch, backstitch

Chart: Color and B&W, includes overview for Digital stitching

Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 6

Themes: dressing up for a party, elegance, fur collar, winter cloak, snow, snowflakes, wind, log, cabin

 

>> see all Winter Season patterns (all designers)

>> see all Enchanted Forest patterns (all designers)
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